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The importance of microscopes in astronomy was
stressed by Miss Allen. One of the two methods of find
ing out where we are going is to measure the "proper
motiod' of the stars. This is done by taking photo
graphs which have a time lapse of about 40 years and
measurir~ the star positions shown.
The 'distance given
by the micrometer screw when' corrected for the sun, etc.;
tells us how far the sun has moved on its journey about
the center of the universe. This proves that we are
moving thru space just like a space ship would move
from the earth to the moon. Miss Allen made a good
many of these herself. The other method which deter
mines "the line of sight motion" is found by examining
the spectra of the stars'. If ,the liues shift to tne "
red the stars are going away from us and if it is'the
blue shift, the stars are coming towards us. A careful'
analysis of both of these methods. show plainly that Yle
are moving not only around the sun b'ut through space.
Miss Allen is very optimistic. She states that it
is perfectly possible within the foreseeable future
there will be interplanetary travel. She estimates that
it would take a little less than five months, to reach
Venus,' or eight month~ to reach Mars. Of com-'se, as we
get ~ore experienced and space ships are improved, the
time will dWindle.
.
"
Miss A1:1en told your reporter that she thinks, but
has no proof of, the concept that our galaxy and
Andromeda may be binaries and,revolve about 'a common
center of gravity. Miss Allen hoids forth no evidence
of this idea--it is just a grand thought of a very
fine worker in the field of astronomy.
---Morton Schiff

